
Need  to  Swap?  Need  to  Add?
More Limited Time Specials on
Carlson Software
 

I’m not sure how long these options will be available but
Carlson has (FINALLY!!) given me the OK to accept orders to
Swap! modules in or out of existing software bundles and to Add!
more modules to existing licenses. This is a test run so let’s
see how it goes!

The option to Swap! a module out of a bundle for another one has
been  sorely  needed  and  most  requested  by  those  who  have
previously purchased Civil Suite but find they don’t use one of
the modules very often.

Now, for only $500 you can swap one or more modules for any of
the  programs  that  are  included  in  Carlson’s  Select  Suite:
Survey, Civil, GIS, Hydrology, CadNet or Point Cloud Basic.
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Until now, if you own one or more modules and wanted to simply
add one more program to the bundle, your only option was to pay
full price for the new program.

Now, again for a limited time, you can Add! any of the modules
in the Select Suite for only $750. The programs available for
this promotion are: Survey, Civil, GIS, Hydrology, CadNet or
Point Cloud Basic.

The fine print: You must have an active maintenance plan to take
advantage of this offer.

If you want to Swap! or Add! modules please email me to request
a custom proposal.

Earlier in 2019 Carlson introduced the new line of Select Suite
bundles which gives users the option to create your own bundle
with only the modules you need so the need to Swap! won’t be as
important to us at some point. If you need to add a whole new
license, click here to see our current pricing on Select Suite
bundles of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 modules!
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